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On Oct. 11 and 12, 2013, the 4th annual Teaching With Purpose Conference (TWPC) attracted 

over 275 educators from around the state and nationwide to learn, share, celebrate, and discuss 

multicultural education and culturally responsive teaching.  The conference is open to educators, 

community stakeholders, parents and students.

Its Mission was Two-Fold:

•	 Provide information, tools and materials relating to culturally responsive teaching;
•	 Address legislation relating to multicultural education in Oregon and around the country.

The next progression is to offer a professional development institute, titled Teaching With Purpose, 
which provides information, tools and materials relating to culturally responsive teaching, multicultural 
education and Hip Hop Education pedagogy. This will include:

•	 Annual Teaching With Purpose Conference
•	 Annual Teaching With Purpose Magazine (Coming out in 2015)
•	 Year around Professional Development

TWP provides educational materials, publications, and resources designed to help teachers and administrators 
to improve their practice in culturally relevant, multicultural, and Hip Hop Education pedagogy.
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Professional Development Courses/Seminars/Workshops
Through Portland State University 

Engaging All Students Using Critical and Culturally Relevant Text through a Professional 
Learning Community    Winter Term 10344  | CI 410/810
Develop a framework that promotes civic literacy engagement and uses applicable tools to engage all 
students, but especially African American adolescents, in literacy. Use culturally relevant texts and the 
Oregon scoring guide to help students gain reading proficiency. Evaluate and create curriculum that 
successfully develops African American adolescent literacy, motivation, and identity.

Hip Hop and Education: It’s Bigger Than Just Hip Hop
This course focuses on the intersections of education and hip-hop culture by approaching both domains 
as inherently connected and interwoven. That is, both hip hop culture and education are both structures 
and spaces of possibility. This course examines the manner in which hip hop culture is education by 
providing voice, text, space, and place (culture). In this course, we examine the origins of hip hop cul-
ture, its development from party music in the south Bronx to a global CNN for marginalized communities 
around the world.

African-American Urban Education Problems and Solutions
This course examines the education systems historically and present-day and national, state, and city 
education policies affecting African-Americans. The course provides analysis of the historical, socioeco-
nomic, and political factors influencing urban education; the distribution of opportunity in cities and 
their schools; and effective instructional and organizational practices that close the achievement gap. 
These practices include the offering of multicultural education, the development of positive school cul-
tures, and the use of community services and resources.
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Culturally Relevant Teaching  
Culturally Relevant Teaching is a pedagogy. (Gay, 2010) Culturally relevant teachers display cultural competence: 
skill at teaching in a cross-cultural or multicultural setting.” (Diller & Moule, 2005) While the term culturally 
relevant teaching often deals specifically with instruction of African American students in the United States, it 
has been proven to be an effective form of pedagogy for students of all racial and ethnic backgrounds. (Ladson-
Billings, 1994)

Gay, G. (2010). Culturally Responsive Teaching, 2nd Ed. New York, New York: Teachers College Press.
Diller, J., & Moule, J. (2005). Cultural competence: A primer for educators, Thomson Wadsworth: Belmont, Calif.
Ladson-Billings, Gloria (1994). The dreamkeepers: Successful teachers of African American children. Jossey-Bass Publishing.

Relationships 
The theme of Student-Teacher Relationship within the context of CRP aligns itself closely with the concepts of 
“caring, relationships, interaction, and classroom atmosphere.” (Brown 2011)  Educators must combine the 
willingness to bond with their students with the desire to grow that relationship into one vested in personal care 
and professional vigilance. Students must feel that the teacher has their best interest at heart to succeed in 
implementing CRP. (Brown, 2011)

Brown-Jeffy, S. & Cooper, J. E. (2011). Toward a Conceptual Framework of Culturally Relevant Pedagogy: An overview of the 
Conceptual and Theoretical Literature. Teacher Education Quarterly. V38 N1 p65-84. Retrieved from 
http://www.eric.ed.gov/PDFS/EJ914924.pdf

High Expectations 
The integration of excellence and equity in CRP is predicated upon establishing a curriculum that is inclusive of 
students’ cultural experiences, and setting high expectations for the students to reach. (Brown & Cooper, 2011)

Brown-Jeffy, S. & Cooper, J. E. (2011). Toward a Conceptual Framework of Culturally Relevant Pedagogy: An overview of the 
Conceptual and Theoretical Literature. Teacher Education Quarterly. V38 N1 p65-84. Retrieved from 
http://www.eric.ed.gov/PDFS/EJ914924.pdf

High Expectations

TWP is centered on these core values in teaching: 

Culturally Relevant Teaching  

Relationships 



CONFERENCE FEEDBACK

No Excuse

The achievement gap is at crisis proportions locally and nationally, but there are also effective interventions that have been 
working to improve minority students’ grades and test performances. 

We all have an ethical obligation to work together to meet this challenge, especially because of the societal ramifications 
that can occur if we don’t. So, TWPC partnered with those who care about marginalized and at-risk children, their education 
and their potential role in the economic future of our country. When we partner and work together to help each child reach his 
or her potential, we create a map that leads us toward hope - and the vision of what is possible. We also give these children 
a higher potential for social mobility, one of the founding principles of American society.

This conference, which is held on a statewide in-service day for public schools, drew nationally acclaimed education experts 
to Portland to share culturally effective methods of teaching, as well as ignite passion and commitment from stakeholders 
to meet the challenge of preparing all students to be future leaders. Today’s classrooms are heavily populated with students 
who represent a variety of cultures, languages, abilities, and many other characteristics (Gollnick & Chinn, 2002). To meet 
these challenges, teachers must employ not only theoretically sound, but also culturally responsive approaches to prepare 
those students to be our future leaders.

As schools struggle with shrinking budgets, teachers must be innovative in how they reach all students. And teachers must 
establish a classroom environment that advocates for all students - regardless of their cultural and linguistic backgrounds. 
All students must feel welcomed and be given the best opportunity to learn. 

Q1: What is your overall rating of the conference? 

Q2: What is your overall rating of the session you  
 attended at the conference?

Q3: Did you leave feeling you gain valuable insight? 

5 = Excellent  |  4 = Very Good  |  3 = Average  |  2 = Fair  |  1 = Poor

I am excited to share that TWPC exceeded expectations this year. Our number of participants 

went from 15 a year ago to 275! According to our data, we also received excellent reviews. 

5

4

3

2

1
Q1        Q2       Q3

4.8 4.5 4.7

TWPC RESULTS
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Town Hall 

Our data reveals over 98 percent of our participants had no knowledge of state Senate Bill 
103, which passed in 1999 with a goal to provide Oregon teachers access to an exemplary 
multicultural curricula and programs to help integrate diverse history and lessons into  
Oregon classrooms. The goal for this segment of the conference was to activate interest  
and the intention of Senate Bill 103, which has been sitting on the shelf for many years.  
TWPC fulfilled that GOAL.

CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS

“Its our responsibility as educators  
to make sure that we are  

intentional about multicultural  
education for every child!”

–Dr. Doris McEwen

“We need to be intentional  
about closing the achievement  

gap in this State”
–Rob Saxton 

Deputy State Superintendent of Public Instruction

98%

SB 103 is directed by the Oregon Superintendent of Public Instruction to oversee these efforts and seek  
appropriate funds to provide adequate funding/technical support. After the conference, Rob Saxton, the  
current state Superintendent of Public Instruction, made some bold statements to get this bill activated. 
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Teaching With Purpose ConferenceQuotes

Dr. DeGruy was amazing –
excellent, powerful, presenter 

with great knowledge 
and insight

Wise intelligent, Dr. 
DeGruy and Dr. Ladson-
Billings were powerful

The Hip Hop presentation 
was very powerful, the whole 
combination and thoughtful 
design of the workshops was 

very impressive.

Dr. Gloria Ladson-Billings 
and Wise Intelligent 
talks were powerful 
and life changing!

Wise Intelligent and Joy 
DeGruy blew my mind

The Speakers were wonderful! 
Gloria Ladson-Billings 

made me so excited 
about teaching.
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Inspiring

Wise Intelligent talk  
was very informative 

and powerful

The honesty of Wise Intelligent 
about systematic oppression, 
but it was hard to choose just 
one “Most meaningful part” 

SINCE THE WHOLE conference 
was VERY RICH

Keynote speeches and speakers 
were dynamic, engaging,  
and inspiring. Workshops  
were diverse and packed  

with information

The Panel + speakers the  
hip hop discussion was  

very informative

The Hip Hop panel, I learned 
so much about the differences 

in the music and artist

Quotes
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Thank You to Our Sponsors
SIGNATURE SPONSOR

School District

DISTRICT LEVEL

JORDAN BRAND

SCHOOL LEVEL

Centennial
S C H O O L  D I S T R I C T
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David Douglas
School District
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